Radical Statistics
2019 Conference Programme

Inequalities and the Life-course – the Impact of Austerity across Generations

Saturday, 23 February 2019, The Bluecoat, Liverpool, UK

9:00 Registration and Coffee

9.15 Greeting and start (Performance Space)

9.30 Keynote: Dr Alan Marshall, University of Edinburgh (Performance Space)
- “Longer healthier lives – are we at the end of an era?”

10.15-11.15 Paper session 1 - Policy & Inter-generational Fairness (Sandon Room)

10.15-11.15 Paper session 2 - Education (Library)

11.15 Coffee Break

11.30 – 12.15 Keynote: Prof Yaojun Li, University of Manchester (Performance Space)
- “Dynamics of ethnic disadvantages in the labour market”, Growth-curve modelling on unemployment, access to salariat and earnings over the life course in the UK”

12.15 – 13.00 Lunch

13:00 – 13.30 The Merseyside Pensioners Association (Performance Space)

13.30 – 14.45 Paper Session 3 - Austerity, Mortality & Ageing (Sandon Room)

13.30 – 14:45 Paper Session 4 (Library)

14.45 – Coffee Break

15.00- 16.15 AGM (Sandon Room)

16.15 – 17.45 Film screening: Phil Maxwell, Hazuan Hashim “Pensioners United” (Performance Space)

17.45 End of Conference

18.00 Evening Social (TBA)

19.00 Pub Meal (TBA)
Inequalities and the Life-course –
the Impact of Austerity across Generations

Paper Sessions:

Session 1: Policy & Inter-generational Fairness (Sandon Room)

Mr Neil Duncan-Jordan (National Pensioners Convention): “Exploring Inter-generational Fairness –
The National Pensioners’ Convention”

Dr Alex Scott-Samuel (University of Liverpool): “Can Labour renationalise England's NHS?”

Session 2: Education (Library)

Dr James Ridgway (Durham University): “Teaching for citizen empowerment and engagement”

Dr Roy Carr-Hill (UCL), Osei-Nkrumah (MFD-Ghana) and Spoelder (MFD East Africa):
“Reproduction from the Capitalist Centre to the Colonial Periphery of Social Inequalities in Access to
Higher Education”

Session 3: Austerity, Mortality & Ageing (Sandon Room)

Dr Bram Van Houtte (University of Manchester):  “How does austerity affect ageing?”

Dr Stefanie Doebler (University of Liverpool): “Austerity and Transport Deprivation of older People”

Prof Vincent Lorant (Université Catholique de Louvain): “Socio-economic inequalities in suicide across
European countries: causation or confounding”

Session 4: Economic Inequality affecting Generations (Library)

Prof Wendy Olsen and Ms Jihye Kim (University of Manchester): What Effect has Trade had on Child
Labour in India?

Dr Martin Hyde (Swansea University): Who Bears the Brunt of a Banking Crisis? An Event Study of
the Impact on Younger and Older Workers

Prof Simeon Yates (University of Liverpool): The Relationship Between Social Class and Digital Media
use

Social Activities:

- Friday Pub evening (Venue: Philharmonic Dining Rooms, 36 Hope Street. Private room)
- Saturday, c. 18.00 drinks and meal in a pub (TBA)
- Sunday, 11am A sociological/ historical tour of Liverpool centre. Guide: Dr Paul Jones
  (University of Liverpool) – Start at The Bluecoat

Friday Social
If you’re in Liverpool on the Friday before the conference or live in the area you are invited to a RadStats social event
in the Philharmonic Dining Rooms at 36 Hope St. This is a chance to meet other conference attendees in ‘the most
ornate pub in England’. Meals will be available. We have booked a function room from 6 pm to 10 pm.
www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/northwest/thephilharmonicdiningrooms/liverpool?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=gmb